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               February 2021 

OG&E 
 Secured $1 billion of additional bank financing for liquidity to cover costs from recent storm. 

(Wells Fargo provided the financing) 
 Filed an application with the Corporation Commission, requesting an entry year fuel adjustment 

for a portion of the weather events cost to help mitigate the impact on OGE customers. 
o Requesting alternative regulatory treatment to avoid customers having to bear the 

entire cost of the weather event over the balance of the calendar year. 
 OG&E proposes to continue to carry the remaining balance on the books and defer the cost to a 

regulatory asset to be amortized over a 10-year period and collected through fuel adjustment 
clause beginning January 2022. 

 Preliminary fuel costs from the storm are between $800M and $1Billion. 
o Will firm up exact costs once they receive settlements from the Southwest Power Pool 

in ‘coming weeks’ 
 OG&E will incur the costs for the customers subscribed to the guaranteed flat rate bill roughly 

58k customers 
AEP/PSO 

 Hedges with contingent performance-I have no experience with this.  Looking into it 
o Basically, to simplify it’s more of a delta hedge that doesn’t really protect against 

extreme moves 
 In the SPP, AEP experienced minimal load shedding events but fuel costs were substantially 

higher during the weather event. 
o As the company recovers fuel through there fuel clauses as a pass-through, they intend 

to work with state commissions on any alternative fuel recovery mechanisms to lessen 
the impacts to customers. 

 Have not detailed costs and additional debt from the storm unlike OG&E but intend to release 
financial guidance when they receive SPP invoice 

One Gas  
 Has already received authority to defer the extraordinary cost associated with its winter 

weather event including natural gas purchases and costs related to the procurement and 
transportation of supply in Texas and Kansas 

o Expecting to receive similar authority in Oklahoma 
o February’s gas purchases are generally due around March 25th. 

 OGS has obtained a $2.5 billion two-year term loan to provide additional liquidity to meet 
obligations. 

o This brings total access to liquidity to $3.1 billion 
o The new term loan and existing credit facilities will provide enough liquidity, until clarity 

over deferred costs is achieved. 
 Feb 25, OGS had a hearing before an administrative law judge in Oklahoma. 

o At the conclusion of the hearing, the ALJ recommended approval of an interim order 
that was supported by the company commission staff and the Attorney General’s office 

 900 customers lost gas service of the more than 2.2 million OGS customers in TX, OK, KS 
o Most of these lost gas for less than 24 hours 

 An analyst was able to fire off a question during the Q&A portion of the call about hedges (call 
options settle off first of month indices)-a price posted by Platts based off a daily average of the 
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prior month.  I.E. the First of month index that will settle against the prices from the weather 
will be known next week.   

o Hedges are part of the company’s gas supply plans that they present to regulators on an 
annual basis.  

o As far as consumer bills, the way gas costs get set, they get set in advance of the month 
based upon the prior month’s actual purchases.  So, the gas costs in February would be 
previously unrecovered gas cost, plus January purchases and that sets an average rate 
that gets applied to February bills.   

 OneGas believes securitization is the best path forward 
 As of the most current SEC filing, OGS held natural gas call options for the entire 2021 heating 

season with notional amounts of 35.4 BCF, at a cost of $13.5 million. (unless they realized gains 
on these options prior to the freeze, these options are huge. 

o For context, an average winter 24-hour period to heat OKC or a similar sized city is 
approximately 1 BCF. 

 Earnings call for OGS is tomorrow at 11:00 am 
 Moody’s did downgrade OGS’ outlook to negative yesterday 
 Unlike core utilities, Onegas does not have the flexibility and features of pass-through gas costs 
 OCC regulates gas deliveries and service reliability for investor owned ng utilities.  Commodity 

price is NOT regulated by the OCC 
 
Centerpoint/Enable 

 Enable Midstream mentioned Continental Resources in their recent earnings call 
o They mentioned how Continental kept gas flowing in light of events taking place 
o Continental also shared equipment with Enable during the storm 

 Hedges winter gas in all jurisdictions outside of Indiana and Houston 

  


